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Abstract 
iivaljevic, B., Every Bore1 function is monotone Bore], Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 54 
(1991) 87-99. 
Given two internal sets X and Y we prove that every Bore1 function (in the Descriptive Set 
Theory of Hyperlinite Sets) whose graph is a subset of the product X x Y is a member of the 
least set containing the class of all internal functions and closed with respect to the operations 
of monotone countable union and intersection. We also prove that any Souslin function can be 
extended to a Bore1 function and obtain, as a corollary, a new proof of the recent result of 
Henson and Ross about the measure preserving property of injective Souslin functions. Further 
we give a new proof of the fact that injective Bore1 functions map Bore1 sets into Borel. A 
structural result for Souslin graphs all of whose Y-sections are of cardinality cn (n a finite 
integer) is given. 
Introduction 
Choquet’s capacitability theorem has recently proved to be a very useful tool in 
Descriptive Set Theory of Hyperfinite Sets. Henson and Ross [5] for example, use 
Choquet’s theorem to prove that if for two hyperfinite sets X and Y there exists a 
Souslin onto functionf:X+ Y then ]Y]/]X] > 1 or “1, where IX] and (Y] are the 
internal cardinalities of the sets X and Y respectively. The same theorem is used 
in [ll] where Ross gives a sufficient and necessary condition for a function f 
insuring the existence of an internal lifting of $ 
In this paper we use Choquet’s capacitability theorem to obtain some finer 
results about the structure of Souslin and Bore1 functions in the Descriptive Set 
Theory of Hyperfinite Sets. After introductory Section 1, in Section 2 we prove a 
separation result which implies that every Bore1 function whose graph is in the 
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product of two internal sets X and Y is a member of the least family of functions 
which contains all internal functions and is closed with respect to the operations 
of countable monotone union and intersection. This also proves that any Souslin 
function can be extended to a Bore1 function and that any Souslin function is a.e. 
equal to an internal function, where the phrase ‘a.e. equal’ refers to a certain 
bounded Loeb measure. We also give a new proof of the fact first proved in [13] 
(and in [7]) that injective Bore1 functions map Bore1 sets into Bore1 sets. After 
that in Section 3 we prove that any Souslin relation all of whose Y-sections are of 
cardinality cn, where it is a fixed standard integer, is represented as a union of 
no more than n Souslin functions. This result complements (and also uses) the 
analogous results obtained [14] for Bore1 graphs. A new proof of a standard result 
of Novikov is given. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with basic notions from Nonstandard 
Analysis and Descriptive Set Theory [6,9]. In all the statements our nonstandard 
universe is at least ccl-saturated. 
1. Basic notations and terminology 
Given an internal set J2 the Bore1 algebra over Q is just the smallest u-algebra 
generated by internal subsets of Q. Its elements are called Bore1 sets. As usual, 
we can introduce the Bore1 hierarchy of .Z”, and n”, ((Y < wi) subsets of Q in the 
following manner. Internal subsets of Q are called _Zi or G sets. If we have 
defined _Z; and flP sets for every ordinal /3 < (Y (<w ,), then a set is said to be 
n”, (pm) if it is a countable intersection (union) of sets A, where each set A, is 
.Z$ (PO) for some p < a. 
We denote by o the set of integers, by ocw the set of all finite sequences of 
integers and by ww the set of all sequences of integers. A subset S of X is said to 
be Souslin if there exists a system A, (s E wCw) of internal sets such that 
Henson [4] proved that the class of Souslin sets coincides with the class of the 
so-called _Z: sets, i.e., any Souslin set is the projection of a n’i set and the 
projection of any Bore1 (or Souslin) set is again Souslin. 
The main property of Souslin sets that we use in this paper is the so called 
approximation from below property of Souslin sets proved by Choquet [2]. The 
version of his theorem that we present here resembles to the one presented in [l]. 
Before we state Choquet’s theorem we give the following definition. 
Definition 1.1. A pair (q,, v) of properties of a p-tuple (M,, . . . , M,) of subsets 
of a given internal set 52 is called a capacitance pair property if the following three 
conditions are satisfied. 
(i) Let k E (1, . . . , p}. If A, (n E w) is an ascending sequence of arbitrary 
subsets of Q with (M,, . . . , I&_,, U,,,A,, Mk+l,. . . , M,) possessing the 
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property q, then (M,, . . . , Mk_,, A,, Mk+l, . . . , M,,) possesses the property 47 
for some m E w. 
(ii) Let k e (1, . . . , p}. If a p-tuple 
(M,,..., M,-,, A, &+I, . . . , MJ 
possesses the property Q? and A G B, then the p-tuple 
(M,,..., M,+-l, B, Mk+i, . . . , 4,) 
possesses the property Q, also. 
(iii) Ifforeveryke{l,... , p}, Ft (n E CO) is a decreasing sequence of internal 
sets such that (FA, . . . , F$ possesses the property Q, for every n E w, then 
U-J,,, F:, . . . , f-l_, F:) possesses the property I&. 
Now we state and prove Choquet’s capacitability theorem. We restrict our 
attention only to internal sets and their subsets. 
Theorem (Choquet [2], Bressler and Sion [l]). Let 52 be an internal set and let 
(cp, q) be a capacitance pair property. Let S,, . . . , S,, be So&in sets in Sz such 
that the p-tuple (S,, . . . , S,) possesses the property 9. Then there exists a 
decreasing sequence Af: (n E w) of internal sets such that for every k E { 1, . . . , p}: 
(i) the p-tuple (AA, . . . , A:) possesses the property Q, for every n E CO; 
(ii) fI,,,Ak, E Sk; 
(iii) the p-tuple (n,., AA, . . . , n,,,, AP,) possesses the property $J. 
Proof. For two finite or infinite sequences s and t of natural numbers we define 
s s t if s(n) < t(n) for every n in the common domain. 
Let 
We suppose that Hi c Hf if s 2 t. 
For every i = 1, . . . , p we are going to define a particular sequence vi E w* in 
the following way. 
First, we have 
Here we identify a number n with a sequence of length 1, i.e. with an element of 
the set w’. 
The fact that (S,, . . . , S,) possesses the property q and that the above union is 
increasing now imply that the p-tuple 
possesses the property Q, for some nO E ol. 
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We define ~~(0) =no. We repeat the above procedure for sets &, . . . , 5” 
successively. Suppose that we have defined vi for all k <n in such a way that 
possesses the property 9. 
To define nl(n), we have 
Again, the above union over m is increasing so that the set 
,E~&!( kn %’ 
Ek04 
EW 
possesses the property Q, for some integer q E co. Define n’(n) = q. Repeating the 
same procedure successively for the rest of the sets in (1) we obtain the values 
n’(n) for 7ji (i = 1, . . . , p) such that (1) holds for n + 1. Thus we have 
constructed p-many infinite sequences vi (i = 1, . . . , p) of integers such that (1) 
holds for every n E o. 
Now we define 
AL = LJ Ht (n E 0). 
SEW” 
SG?j’ 
The sets A: are internal for every 
for every i = 1, . . . , p we have 
n and i and Af, c A& (n > m E w). Moreover, 
so that the p-tuple (AA, . . . , AP,) possesses the property 
Finally, an easy consequence of Kiinig’s lemma implies 
1 P , . . . 9 
which shows that r),,,Af, E Si for every i = 1, . . . , p. 
proof. 0 
Q, for every n tz 0. 
that for every i = 
This completes the 
In this paper the term function refers to partial functions. We call a function f a 
Bore! function (So&in function) if its graph is Bore1 (Souslin). Therefore, any 
internal function is a Bore1 function as well as any monotone union and 
intersection of countably many internal functions. 
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Definition 1.2. Let X and Y be two internal sets. The class of monotone n”, and 
monotone z”, ((Y < wl) Borel functions in X X Y is defined in the following way. 
Internal functions are said to be monotone @, or cl: Bore1 functions. If we have 
defined the classes of monotone fls and 2; Bore1 functions for every /3 < (Y < oi, 
then a function f is said to belong to the class of monotone .Z% (n”=) Bore1 
functions if there exists a monotone sequence fn of functions such that f = 
U,,,_L (f = f-LA) an d every function fn belongs to the class flP (2;) for some 
6 < cz. The ordinal (Y is called the monotone Bore1 rank of a function f if (Y is the 
least ordinal such that f is monotone Z”, or monotone n”,. A function is said to be 
monotone Bore1 if it belongs to the union of the above defined classes. 
2. A separation result for Souslin functions 
In this section we prove that a Souslin function f and a Souslin relation r 
disjoint from f can be separated by a montone Bore1 function. This in turn proves 
that any Bore1 function is monotone Bore1 and that any Souslin function extends 
to a Bore1 function. As a corollary we also obtain the already mentioned result of 
Henson and Ross [5] about the measure preserving property of injective Souslin 
functions. First we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Intersection of countably many monotone Bore1 functions is again a 
monotone Bore1 function. 
Proof. We prove by induction on ordinals (Y < w1 that if a countable sequence 
fn (n E CO) of monotone Bore1 functions is in the monotone class 2: U n”, then the 
intersection nnto fn is monotone Borel. 
The claim is obviously true for the class of all internal functions. Suppose that 
the intersection of countably many functions of rank <(Y is again a monotone 
Bore1 function. We have to prove that the claim is true for the functions of the 
monotone Bore1 rank (Y. It is obvious that we have only to prove that the 
intersection of two functions of the monotone Bore1 class ZtU n”, is monotone 
Bore1 function. 
Let f and g be monotone E”, functions. That means that f = IJicmh and 
g = Uieo gi wh ere the functions f; and gi (i E w) are of the monotone Bore1 rank 
<cy and the unions are increasing. Therefore, we have f f~ g = LJiso (J fl g,). The 
intersection fi fl gi is, by inductive assumption, a monotone Bore1 function for 
every i E w and the sequence J fl gi (i E CO) is increasing. Therefore, f fl g is a 
monotone Bore1 function. 
Let f be a monotone 2: function and let g be a monotone n”, function. Then 
we have f = IJieof; and g = nisw gi where the functions 5 and gi (i E o) are of the 
monotone Bore1 rank <cy and the above union and intersection are monotone. 




For fixed i E o the sequence fi: tl gj (i E o) is decreasing because the sequence 
gj (i E w) is decreasing. Therefore, the function hi = nj,, (5 n gj) is a monotone 
Bore1 function for every i E CO. On the other hand, as the sequence fi (i E o) is 
increasing, the sequence hi (i E o) is increasing. Now by the inductive assumption 
the functions f; tl gj (i, j E CO) are all monotone Bore1 functions, so the function 
f = lJiso hi is a monotone Bore1 function. 
Finally, if f and g are both in the monotone class n”,, say f = n7isoh and 
g = niewgi, where the intersections in question are monotone, then f n g = 
nieo (i ngi). The result follows from the induction hypothesis and the fact that 
the sequence J fl gi (i E CO) is decreasing. 0 
Now we state and prove the main proposition of this section. 
Proposition 2.2. Let X and Y be internal sets and let f be a So&in function in 
X x Y. Let r E X x Y be a So&in relation disjoint from the function f. Then, 
there exists a monotone Bore1 function g such that: 
(9 g 3f; 
(ii) g n r = 0. 
Proof. Let Q, be the property of a pair (H, h) of sets defined as: “there does not 
exist a monotone Bore1 function g such that g extemis h and g is disjoint from H”. 
Let 3 be the property of the same pair defined as: “the sets H and h are not 
disjoint or the set h is not a function”. 
We show that the pair (q,, I/J) of properties is a capacitance pair property. 
It is clear that if a pair (H, h) possesses the property Q, and if we replace one of 
the sets H or h by a superset hen the new pair would also possess the property ~1. 
This verifies the property (ii) from Definition 1.1. 
To verify the property (i) from Definition 1 .l, suppose that the pair 
(H, I_),_ hk) possesses the property ~1, where hk is an increasing sequence of 
sets. Suppose that none of the pairs (H, hk) for any k E o possesses the property 
rp. That means that for every k E w there exists a monotone Bore1 function tk such 
that tk 2 hk and tk disjoint from H. Let g = U,,, l-l:=,,, tk. By Lemma 2.1, for 
every m E CO, n;=, tk is a monotone Bore1 function. Moreover, the sequence 
n;=, tk (m E w) increases so g is a monotone Bore1 function. It is clear that the 
function g does not meet the relation H. We have obtained a monotone Bore1 
function g extending the function lJ kew hk and disjoint from H. This means that 
the pair (H, U kEw hk) does not possess the property 47 contrary to our 
assumption. 
Suppose now that the pair (lJksw Hk, h) possesses the property Q, where 
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Z& (k E w) is an increasing sequence of sets. Suppose that the sequence (H,, h) 
does not possess the property Q, for every k E w. That means that for every k E w 
there exists a monotone Bore1 function tk extending h such that for every 
k E CO, tk f~ Hk =0. Let B = lJkso Hk and t = nkeo tk. By Lemma 2.1, the 
function t is a monotone Bore1 function. It is clear that the function t does not 
meet the Bore1 set B. This shows that the sequence (Ukcw Hk, h) does not 
possess the property v which is a contradiction. 
Finally, to verify the validity of the property (iii) of Definition 1.1, let 
(Hk, h,J (k E CO) be a sequence of pairs of sets possessing the property Q, where 
Hk (k E w) and hk (k E w) are decreasing sequences of internal sets. Suppose that 
the pair (I%~ & II kEw hk) does not possess the property r/j. That simply means 
that the sets nkeo Hk and nkcw hk are disjoint and that the set nkeo hk is a 
function. By o,-saturation there must exist a standard integer k E w such that hk 
is a function and such that hk fl Hk = 0. This shows that the pair (Hk, sk) does not 
have the property ~1 which is a contradiction. 
This completes the proof that the pair of properties (q,, I+!J) is a capacitance pair 
property. 
Finally, let assume that the statement of our proposition is not true. Then the 
pair 
possesses the property q. By Choquet’s theorem there exists a pair (H, h) of sets 
possessing the property I/J such that H c r and h is a fl function with h cf. This 
is a contradiction because f is a function disjoint from r and therefore h is also a 
function disjoint from H so that the pair (H, h) does not possess the property 
V* 0 
Corollary 2.3. Every Bore1 function is monotone Borel. 
Proof. Let f be a Bore1 function. Applying Proposition 2.2 to f and its 
complement we get a monotone Bore1 function containing f and disjoint from the 
complement off. In other words f is monotone Bore1 function. 0 
Let us point out here that if the word ‘function’ is replaced by ‘set’ in the 
statement of Definition 1.2 and Corollary 2.3, then this is just the monotone class 
theorem. Corollary 2.3 however states that any Bore1 function can be obtained by 
starting from internal functions and applying the operations of countable 
monotone unions and intersections. This makes Corollary 2.3 not obvious. 
Corollary 2.4. Every So&in function can be extended to a Bore1 function. 
Remark 2.5. One can give a version of Corollary 2.4 in which the Bore1 function 
extending the given Souslin function can be chosen to have countable preimages 
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of points, if the Souslin function possesses the same property. More precisely, let 
f be a Souslin function in the product X x Y of two internal sets X and Y and let 
T E Y be a Souslin set. Suppose that for every y E T, f-‘(y) is at most countable. 
Then, there is a Bore1 function g such that g extends f and for every y E T, g-‘(y) 
is at most countable. 
Corollary 2.6 (Henson [4]). Let S, (n E o) be II sequence of mutually disjoint 
Sot&in sets. Then there exists a sequence S,, (n E w) of mutually disjoint Bore1 sets 
such that B, 2 S,, for every n E o. 
Proof. Let a, (n E w) be a sequence of different elements. The function defined 
as f(x) = a, if and only if x E S,, is Souslin. By Corollary 2.4, there exists a Bore1 
function g extending f. It suffices to define B, = f -‘(a,). 0 
So, every Souslin function is nothing but the restriction of a Bore1 function to a 
Souslin set. In particular, every Souslin function with Bore1 domain must itself be 
a Bore1 function. 
We now prove that every Souslin function is L(p)-a.e. equal to an internal 
function provided that its domain is of finite L(p) measure. Here L(p) is the 
Loeb measure (see [8] or [6]) of an internal *-finitely additive measure. This 
provides a new proof of the fact proved in [5] that every two hyperfinite sets X 
and Y bijective by a Souslin bijection must have approximately the same number 
of elements, i.e., IXl/lY( = 1. 
Corollary 2.7. Let X and Y be internal sets and let f E X x Y be a So&in 
function. Let L(u) be the Loeb measure of an internal *-additive measure p on X 
such that L(p)(dom(f )) < ~0. Then, there exists an internal function g such that 
L(u)({x E X: g(x) =f (x)1) = L(u)(dom(f )). 
Proof. It is an easy consequence of the or-saturation assumption that if fn (n E o) 
is a decreasing (increasing) sequence of functions such that every fn is L(p)-a.e. 
equal to an internal function, then n,,,, fn (U,,, fn) is also L(p)-a.e. equal to an 
internal function. When f is Bore1 the result then follows by induction and by the 
fact that every Bore1 function is monotone Borel. For general f let B G dom( f) be 
a Bore1 set with L(p)(dom(f)\ B) = 0. Then f ) B is a Bore1 function and 
therefore is L(p)-a.e. equal to an internal function g. The function g 1 A is 
internal and L(p)-a.e. equal to f, where A is an internal set satisfying 
L(p)(A D B) = 0. 0 
The above result was proved in [5] directly by applying Choquet’s theorem to a 
certain capacity. Following our approach we can also give a direct proof. One 
notes that the property Q, of a single subset r of the product X x Y defined as: 
“L(p)(dom(r)) 3 r” is such that the pair (q,, q) is a capacitance pair property. 
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After that one uses o,-saturation to produce for every 12 E w an internal function 
g, sf with 
L(p)(domW) 2 LW(dom(f)) - i. 
Again by w,-saturation one produces an internal function g with the above 
property. Moreover, one also sees that there exists a 2: function h whose graph is 
a subset off and with the domain almost surely equal to the domain of J 
Corollary 2.3 can also be used to prove that for every Bore1 function f there 
exists a countable sequence q,, of internal functions and a countable sequence B, 
of disjoint Bore1 sets such that f = lJ,,,q,, 1 B,. An analogue and more general 
result is proved in [14] for arbitrary Bore1 relations all of whose Y-sections are 
internal sets. 
Starting from injective internal functions we can define the class of injectiuely 
generated monotone Bore1 functions and the corresponding Bore1 hierarchy in the 
same manner as we have defined the class of monotone Bore1 functions. After 
that one can give a separation result analogous to the one proved in Proposition 
2.2. The proof is omitted being completely analogue to the proof of Proposition 
2.2. 
Proposition 2.8. Let X and Y be internal sets and let f be an injective So&in 
function in X x Y. Let r s X x Y be a So&in relation disjoint from the function 
f. Then, there exists an injectively generated, monotone Bore1 function g such that 
g=,fandgnr=0. 0 
Corollary 2.9. Every injective Bore1 function is an injectively generated, monotone 
Bore1 function. Therefore, the class of injective Bore1 functions and the class of 
injectively generated, monotone Bore1 functions coincide. Every injective So&in 
function extends to a Borel, injective function. 0 
We are now able to give an alternative proof of the fact first proved in [7] (and 
also independently in [13]) that injective Bore1 functions map Bore1 sets into 
Bore1 sets. 
Corollary 2.10. Let f be an injective Bore1 function. Then, f maps Bore1 sets into 
Bore1 sets. In particular, the domain of a Bore1 function is again Borel. 
Proof. It is enough to prove that the image of any internal set A under f is Borel. 
That follows easily by induction on the injective monotone Bore1 complexity of 
the function f and from the fact that if fn (n E w) is a monotone increasing 
(decreasing) sequence of injective functions, then 
( > nlJ,fn (A) = &JJf,(A) and ( > ,fIwfn (A) = fl fn(A). IZEW 
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For the second part note that the restriction of the first projection map to the 
function f is an injective Bore1 function. q 
The fact proved in [13] that two Bore1 subsets of a hyperfinite set X possessing 
the same nonvanishing measure (with respect to some internal uniformly 
distributed counting measure) are Bore1 bijective leads to the following corollary. 
We note that an internal uniformly distributed counting measure on a hyperfinite 
set Q is defined to be an internal function ,M assigning to every internal set A in Sz 
the measure u(A) = (A(/H, where H is a fixed hyperfinite integer and (A( the 
internal cardinality of the set A. As was shown in [3] this measure extends 
uniquely to a standard u-additive measure L(p) defined on all Bore1 subsets of 52. 
Corollary 2.11. Let X and Y be Bore1 sets in a hyperjinite set Q. Suppose that for 
some internal uniformly distributed counting measure u we have 0 < L(u)(X) < 00 
and 0 < L(u)(Y) < ~4. Let S c X and T c Y be So&in sets bijective by a So&in 
bijection f : S-, T. Suppose that 0 < L(,u)(X\S) < CQ. Then, f can be extended to a 
Bore1 bijection g : X + Y. 
Proof. The function f can be extended to a Bore1 injection g, for which we may 
suppose that L(p)(X\dom(g,)) #O. As Bore1 (Souslin) bijections are L(u) 
measure preserving (the result that follows from Corollary 2.7) we have 
m>U~)(X\dom(gi)) = L(p)(Y\ran(gl)) ‘0. 
It remains to apply the result from [13] which says that two Bore1 sets possessing 
the same not equal to ~0 or 0 Loeb measure with respect to the same uniformly 
distributed internal counting measure, are Bore1 bijective. 0 
3. Souslin relations all of whose Y-sections are of cardinal@ less than n 
In this section we prove that every Souslin relation all of whose Y-sections are 
of cardinality Cn, where n is a standard integer, is a union of no more than n 
Souslin functions. This result complements those of [14] where the structure of 
Bore1 relations all of whose Y-sections are internal sets and the structure of Bore1 
relations ail of whose Y-sections are finite is exhibited. 
Given a relation r c X x Y we call the Y-section T(x) of rat x the set 
T(x) = {y E Y: (x, y) E r>. 
Proposition 3.1. Let X and Y be internal sets and let r E X x Y be a So&in 
relation all of whose Y-sections are of cardinal@ Cn, where n is a standard 
integer. Let A E X x Y be a So&in relation such that T fl A = 0. Then there exists 
a Bore1 relation r 1 r all of whose Y-sections are of cardinal@ <rt and such that 
Fnn=0. 
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Proof. Let Q, be the property of a pair (G, H) of relations defined as: “there does 
not exist a Bore1 relation G 2 G such that all of the Y-sections of the relation G are 
of cardinal@ sn and such that G n H = 0”. Let II, be the property of a pair 
(G, H) defined as: “G and H have non-empty intersection or there exists a 
Y-section of the relation G of cardinality >n”. We prove that the pair (q,, VI) is a 
capacitance pair property after which the proof will be completed. 
The proof of properties (i) and (ii) of the capacitance pair property is the same 
as in the proof of corresponding properties in Proposition 2.2. 
To verify the property (iii) let Gk (k E w) and Hk (k E w) be two decreasing 
sequences of internal relations such that for every k E o the pair (G,, H,) 
possesses the property ~1. We prove that the pair of sets (nkew Gk, nkto Hk) 
possesses the property I@. Suppose not, i.e., suppose that (nktO Gk) II 
(n,,,H,) = 0 and all of the Y-sections of the relation nkto Gk are of cardinality 
<n. A straightforward w,-saturation argument yields now the existence of an 
k E o such that Gk fl Hk = 0 and such that all of the Y-sections of the relation Gk 
are of cardinality <n. This contradicts the assumption that the pair (Gkr Hk) 
possesses the property q. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let X and Y be internal sets and let r c X x Y be a So&in set all 
of whose Y-sections are of cardinality <n, where n is a standard integer. Then r 
can be represented as a union of no more than n-many Souslin functions. 
Proof. By the preceding proposition there exists a Bore1 relation r containing r 
such that all of the Y-sections of r are of cardinality sn. By a result from [14] r 
can be represented as a union of n-many Bore1 functions g,, . . . , g,. It remains 
to define f,=g,flrfor every k=l,..., n and to observe that the functions 
fk(k=l,..., ) n are Souslin. It is clear that r = l_lTZl fk. 0 
Remark 3.3. The fact that every Souslin relation in the product of two Polish 
spaces (complete separable metric spaces) all of whose Y-sections are of 
cardinality <n can be extended to a Bore1 relation possessing the same property 
is first proved by Novikov [lo]. An extension of Novikov’s result is presented in 
[3]. Cenzer and Mauldin call a property v of sets a faithful extension property if 
every Souslin relation r in the product of two Polish spaces X and Y such that 
each Y-sections of rpossess the property q can be extended to a Bore1 relation r 
with all of its Y-sections possessing the property cp. In the above mentioned paper 
the authors define the notion of II: monotone property (which generalizes the 
property of possessing Cn elements) and show that every such a property is a 
faithful extension property. Their method uses the technique of Lusin-Sierpinski 
index. After a significant amount of work their procedure can be adapted to the 
setting of Descriptive Set Theory of Hyperfinite Sets. However, the method of 
using Choquet’s theorem that we pursue here is not only a quicker and easier way 
to treat the problem in one special case, but also gives a better insight into the 
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structure of Bore1 functions in the new setting (Corollary 2.3). On the other hand 
the idea of the proof of Choquet’s theorem can be used in order to prove 
Proposition 3.1 in the case of Polish spaces, also. 
Proposition 3.4 (standard). Let X and Y be Polish spaces and let r E X x Y be a 
So&in relation all of whose Y-sections are of cardinali 6n, where n is a 
standard integer. Then there exists a Bore1 relation r 2 r all of whose Y-sections 
are of cardinal&y sn. 
Proof. As ris a Souslin set it can be represented as 
where F, (s E CO<“‘) is a system of closed subsets of X x Y such that: 
(i) F, G F, if s 2 t; 
(ii) the diameter of the set F, is <l/k where k is the length of the sequence s. 
Let d be a complete metric which defines the topology of the Polish space X. 
Let E > 0. We say that a set A has property ~7~ if for every n + 1 distinct points 
Xl> . . . > x,+1 E A we have d(xi, xi) < E for some i <j <II + 1. We prove that r 
can be extended to a Bore1 FE such that all of the Y-sections of FE possess the 
property Q)~. After that we may take 
r = n r,,,. 
kto 
Let r be the property of a relation R in X x Y defined as: R cannot be 
extended to a Bore1 relation B such that all of the Y-sections of B possess the 
property ~7~. It is easy to see that r satisfies (i) and (ii) from Definition 1.1. As in 
the proof of Choquet’s theorem we obtain a sequence r~ E o”’ such that for every 
m E w, 
possesses the property r. The set 
is a compact subset of r On the other hand it is easy to see that any compact 
subset of r can be extended to an open relation with all its Y-sections possessing 
the property Q)~. Therefore, there exists an open set V with 
and such that V(x) possesses Q)~ for every x. We prove that there exists such an 
integer m E o such that 
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which would be a contradiction and the proof would be completed. Suppose that 
no such m exists. Then the set 
%={(SEW-,Ss ?I: E n((X x Y)\V))fO} 
is a finite branching tree of finite sequences of integers possessing branches of 
arbitrary length. Therefore, by Konig’s lemma, there exists q. E O” such that 
r],, G 77 and FqOlk n ((X x Y)\ V) # 0 for every k E CO. By the completeness of the 
space X we have 
( kQm Fm,,k) n((XxY)\V)#0 
which is impossible by the above inclusion. 0 
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